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INTRODUCTION

The writer is greatly dependent on results recorded

by those who have worked in the Little Colorado region

and has drawn extensively from their writings* and has

thus placed herself greatly in their debt*

The purpose of this paper is to review the pottery

types of the Little Colorado culture area* To not only

describe them* but to trace them, as well* in their in

fluence upon Other areas, and to also trace the influence

of invading pottery types in the pottery of this region

from other cultural areas*

It is hoped that this paper may somewhat enlighten

the puzzling ceramic development of this locality and

give to future investigators same meLsure of stimuli to

lead them to solve the still =morons problema of the

ceramtcs of the Little Colorado culture ara*

The best classification of the Little Colorado

culture is based on ceramics as so far architectural

classification is lacking because of inadequate data.



GEOGRAPHICAL

.oughly, the Little Colorado culture area is defined

by the Little Colorado Fiver and ite tributaries which

include north central and eastern Arizona and the Zuni

area in western New-Prezio°. The Little Colorado River

rises in the hid of weetern New rexico and flows

westerly a little to the north and empties into the Colo-

rado Elver. It somewhat parallels the Zan_ Juan River, and

flows through the heart of the Zoathwest. The actual

amouht of water carried by the little Colorado is not great

and it often runs dry in mid-aummer. The upper tributaries

of this river, particularly thoee of the east and south-

east, traverse some of the most beautiful tableland of the

Southwest, and it is well supplied with water and often

heavily forested*

The Hopi area is a large division of the Little Colo-

rado region. The volcanic an Francisco Mountains cmd the

Black Mesa are two prominent geoPmaphical features here.

The volcanic nature of the San Francisco Yountains and

region has proved to be of archaeological value because

wale prehistoric people were found on the north ana

wet sides of the peaks. It is on the southeast and east

sides tbst extensive Te=lno tore -ouncl, as cinders were

not so deep here* In the Navaho country, on the northe-st,

north, and northwest sides the Black 1:esa shows walls



1,200 to 2,000 feet high. In the southern part are found

the mere finger-like mesas. The drainage runa southerly

into the Hopi washes. These washes going from west to

east are Moenkopi, Dinnebite, Oraibi Polacca, and Jeddito.

In the southwest portion of thie culture &rea is a high

forested region, and to the east are found eheltered vallies

springs, and in prehistoric times, game* This general oon

dition prevaile ae far east as ShowIow. This environment

was extremely adaptable for excellent living oonditions.

As the topography rice, juniper, scattered pines, and

then the heavy pine timber occurs Pine timber ie found

in the St. Johns rezion and in the lower area, the rivers

are often dry or intermittent for part of the year*

East of Hopiland is found another large region, that

of the Zuni. it is particularly characterized by the Zuni

fountains which are in the eastern section, and supply the

upper Zuni elver with water. As in the more western regions

where the elevation is sufficiently high, pine ;rows, and

lower down, the juniper. In the northern Zuni region are

more desert-Iike conditions* The Ei0 Pueroo area is de-

fined by the Puer o River which is located north of the

Zuni. This area has a southern oemi-decert area aria a

northern broad, high, flat plateau.

Taken as a whole, the Little Colorado drainage area

has certain outstanding geological fectors. The highest

point is the an rrancisco Mounteine whioh reach their

apex at 12,794 feet. The second higheet mountain is



vaunt Baldy (found in the southern St. Johns area which

exceeds 10,000 feet. Other mountains reaching altitudes

between 7-8,000 feet are the Zuni, the eastern edge of

the Chaska Mountains, the Defiance plateau, and the Black

Mesa. In the other extreme is the mluth of the Little

Colorado where it empties into the Colorado at an elevat-

ion of 2,800 feet. The average elevation of the Little

Colorado drainag.e area is about 5,500 feet
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HISTORICAI,

A comparison of the Cummings and Pecos chronology of

house types in the Southwest will make the terms more

easily understood when used In a-scoot& ion with pottery

types.

Pecos . Cummings

Pueblo I

Archaic,

Cave

Early Pueblo
Circular pithonse
Transitional pithonse
Rectangular pithouse

Pueblo II

Pueblo III

Pueblo IV

Late Pueblo
Small
Unit
Rambling
Compact

Pueblo V

Decadence

Modern Period



The istory of the aneient people of the regions

drained by the Little Colorado Riverroould fill many

volumes, but interesting though it is, it must only be

treated briefly in this paper. The earliest people known

of were of Arohaic times, Little is known of them as time

bes erased prstlaa11y all of their mrAerial culture. They

probably lived in,brush shelters or in the open and existed

off of wild game killed by the atlatl. They were non-Y.gricult-

ural and the art of pottery making was unknowns

The Cave Period is characterized by cave shelters,

excellent weaving technique the introduction of corn,

and agriculture. In the latter part of the period the

first attempts at pottery making took place. This first

ware was crude, generally of a platter-like form, and

tempered with cedar-bast. It is unlikely that it was fired.

-In the eneueing period, the sarly Pueblo, dwellings

were built below the surface of the earth. They consist

of three forme: the oircalar, transitional and reotan-

gular pithouses. kgriculture became intensified and beans

and different varities of uorn were grown. It is likely

that some form of irrigation was used. Pottery was de-

flnitely established. During the lcAer Early Pueblo per-

iod in the Little Colorado were the pottery forms of the

San Juan. Other developments of thie time were : the intro-

duotion of the bow and arrow, nd the domestication of

the turkey. This period probably lasted from the fifth

century A D to the ninth.



The late Pueblo period saw dweilinge placed on the

ground level or in cliff dwellings* The sequence of house

types was: Smell* Unit, Rambling, and Compact* During

this time, the greatest specialization of pottery types

took place and was evidenced by such wares as the Little

Colorado and Sikyatki polychromes which were widely diff-

used* Local apecialization was typical and carried out

in practically every line* The populations were large and

concentrated in dwelling places commodious enough to

accomodate them. Many canals were dug to furnish their

fields with water as the people flourished* In the later

part of the period came a terrible calamity, beginning

with 1276 was a gr at drouth, lasting until 1299 A D.

Following tie droath which weakened the people, came

disease and quarrels between villges ensued. A decadence

followed and in this period was the break up of the great

communal dwelling Piaoes. rany migrations took place* Pot

tery followed the general dealine and beeame flamboyant

in such regions as the Zuni* in 1540, the Spanish came,

led by Coronado* They first went to the Zuni region earch.

ing for gold which they never found* Coronado from his

headquarters at Cibola sent Pedro de Tobar west to look

for mythical cities of gold. South of Owatobi probably

occurred the first meetihg of the. Hopi and intrepid

Spanish conquerors* The Hopis as was their custom, drew

a sacred line denoting that the Spanish were not to



advance am' ttrther. They urged on, however, by their

fruitless search for gold aisregarded the Hopi warning

and so the first blood was shed*

The hietory of the Hopi people is probably the best

known of any of the Little Colorado dwellers, and is also

associated with Zuni history. The first Hopi people, known

0f, were the Bear clan* According to tradition the Bear clan

had its* origin in the Jemez region which is in the Rio

Grande Valley. The colonists from the Rio Grande founded

the famous pueblo of Sikyatki which is near the East Mesa,

and other villages including those Of ;eddito and Ant

elope Valley* The Bear clan was followed by northern tribes

from the San ;limn, the Snake clans. Following them were

the Flute clans who also came from the north, but origin-

ally came from the south. The last two clans, Flute and

Snake, settled on the East Mesa* Ihey were responsible

for the overthrow of akyatki previous to 1540* Many

quarrels had taken place between the Sikyatki people and

those of the East Mesa represented by the towns of walpi

and Sichumovi. The few survivors who were left fled to

Owatobi and Oraibi. The older northern °Irma probably

brought the fine black on white pottery of the cliff

dwellers* The men of Oraibi and Walpi combined to destroy

Owatobi in 1700* Owatobi had been harboring Sparish prists

who were gradually converting the people to Christianity*

The people of the other mesas were infuriated to see their

old faith being undermined-and so they struck. The venge



an e of Orai;bi and Walpi was gr eat and lit e was left of

obi, After 1700r clans from the Little Colorado region,

d the Zuni and Tewa clans settled around the .Zszt Mesa,é Zuni taak up their abode at. Sfchomovi the T$wa at Nano,_`.

The Decadent Period was definitely-established with

destruction of Sikyatki, The wares steadily decreased

number and excellence throughout the ens oeing Tanoa,n

Tewan Period The Modern Period is ehara.aterized by

revival of the Sikyatki and Jeddito types and designe~

n the 7opi region,t beginning about 1900 and extending

the present, In the Zuni region the modern ares are a

de adent form of the old; they are made at-Zuni pueblo The

modern Ropi ware is made only by the people of the First
14,

Mesa,*

1. Notes r ase ishha



DESCRIPTION OP PGT TZRY

There are several distinct types of Little Colorado

pottery thz,t help to characterize the region (See map on

.:=e 1.), They may most easily be desexibed. by their geo-

graphical-waphical loc.tio.n.. Starting i.r, t the southwestern

Little Colorado region,: west of Chaves Pasa, there is

little pottery to be found and it is undecorated. In the

Chaves Pass area ie found the famous Jeddito ware which

is a black or brown on yellow._ Preeeeding this ware is a

type of pottery generally found with circular pithouses

in the San Juan area, the black on white which has a gray

east . There is also a plain coarse red ware. Corrugated ware

is found. The red ware with the black interior seems to

have covered the Chaves Pass area, but is lese common in

liter sites. In the Late Pueblo Period , wares suoh as the

Kayenta black or white, corrugated, some Jed ditoito black

on yellow, and Jeddito polychrome (this has a border of

white added to the black design), and also a few pieces

of Pour Mile polychrome are found.. In the latest pre- -

historic phaee in the Chaves Pass region, the pottery

types are predominately of Jeddlto black on yellow wares

with a small proportion of JeddIto polychrome,, and a red

polychrome ware suggestive of the Pour Mile polychrome*

The next geographical section is toward the east,

bounded on the west by Clear Creek, and on the east by
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1. Turkey Hill
2. Chaves Pass
3. Chevlon
4. Pinedale
5. 4 Mile
6. Showlow
7. St. Johns
8. Kis,tuthlanna
9. Zuni

10. Hawikuh
1. Holbrook

12. W alp i
13. Sikyatki
14. Oraibi

The Southwest with the Little Colorado Drainage

outlined in red.
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Silver Creek, remaining south of the Little Colorado River

and intersected by Chevalan Creek. Pottery types here are

mainly black on white and corrugated wares. It Is si ni-

ficant to note that the red ware with the burnished black

interior is not found here.

The Silver Creek Drainage area approaches more closely

toward the Arizona-New rexico border line. Two outstantling

sites in this region, which are good representatives of

the pottery, are Pinedale and ShowIow two large Late

Pueblo ruins. The time sequence in the pottery here has
1.

been well outlined by 2r. Hargrave and. Haury. In short

following their order, it takes the following farm:

beOnnin; tround A D 1204: black on white ware, black

on orange red ware with white exterior decorations (St.

Johns polychrome), corrugated ware; continuing from A D

1290: black on white ware which is different from that of

the earlier period in ways that rill be discussed later,

Pinedale polychrome whfch is very abundant, crude corru

gated ware; pottery datinA* from A D 1375 is evidenced by

black on white wrI,e which is rare during this period, ?our

Vile polychrome which is common, and corrugated ware which

is abundant and more hiFthly developed than here-to-fore*

Taking this pottery as a whole, there are five types; the

corrugated ware, black on white ware, black on orange-red

1. "Recently Dated Pueblo Ruins in Arizona°, Smithsonian
riscellaneous Colleotions, Vol. 82, No* 11, (19377-07777.10.
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ware which is identified as a typical Little Colorado poly

chrome, Pinedale polychrome, &rid the Four Mile polychrome*

The Ct. Johns region is north and fault of the Silver

Creek drainage. The Little Colorado River bisects the region*

in the earliest ceramic horizon is found the corrugated and

-the black on white ware. Daring the Greet Pueblo or Late

Pueblo period, the true Little Colorado black on white came

into being with a fthlee black glaze used for designs. In the

later types of this period is seen the intrusive influence

from the Zuni, the Showlow, and the Upper Gila regions. Suoh

wares as the Jeddito, St* Johns, Pinedale, and Pour Mlle

polychromes are profuse in this region, as is also the

Zuni glaze pottery, the Tularosa black on white, and the later

Gila polychrome.

The most eastern sub-area of the Little Colorado culture

area is the Zuni. Here in the Small House ruins are found

the cbrrugated and black on white wares. A definite pottery

chronology was done by Kroeber for this region. He divides

it into two distinct periods: the firet is A Historic

period; the second is B and CI, the earlier prehistoric

phase of these two periods, he says, "Briefly, corrugated
ware predominate& in the very earliest epoch, and dimin
iehed through all periods until it Iv_s died out in the
present. On the other hand, three colored pottery-black
and red patterns on a white or yellow ground is wanting
in B appears sporadically in emrly A, becomes more num-
erous in late A. and-re,,ches its climax today. Black-on-
red ware on the other hand is most abundant about the
middle time. It has been found in etIrly B, while late A
and the present reveal a decline from middle and late B
and early A. In short, Zuni potsherds of 1915 actually
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approximate those of type A, while thee of 1815 may be
expected to differ hardly at all in color proportions from
those of 1615 or perhaps 1515% 1.

A black on white ware is also contemporaneous with the early

corrugate& ware, but it declines while the black on red ware

rises. The black on red we has an interesting development,

that of the glaze paint. The black glaze paint is found in

the three colored ware, in which the glaze replaces the

black paint used for decoration. After this polychrome ware

deelined, it was replaced in popularity by a buff or white

background ware. The glaze paint passed and by Historic

times it was completly gone.. The Zuni pottery gradually

took on the characteristics common to it today and found at

Zuni Pueblo The preEent ware is white with black and red

designs* The age of the glazed ware is a question of great

lnteret and controversy. Some of those who are acquainted

with it believe that the glaze ware developed sltghtly

earlier ir the Little Colorado culture area than in the

Rio Grande, but so far az the writer knows, the has not

been proved either one way or another*

The Rio Puerco flows through an area, north of the

Zuni region. As may be conceived, this area has a strong

affiliation with its not distant Chaco neighbors. groin a

study of pottery evidenced in this region* it appears to

to have been greatly influenced by neighboring regions on

practically all sides. The Chaco influence is seen on the

1. A.L. Kroeber,sZuni Potsheras", nthropolo ical Papers
of the American ruse= of rataral Histou, &I. 28, Pr t 1,
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black and white pottery of both pithouse and pueblo sites

in & site north of St. Johns* Some of the black on white

sherds also auget the Upper Una black on white, accord
1.

ing to Vr* F.H. Voberte. Continuing west toward the Hopi

washes. the Hopi and Flagstaff type of ware replaces those

of Chaco influence* The rate Pueblo period is represented

here by intrusive influences from all sides. The wares re

presented during this time are the Little Colorado P0137-

chromes, the Zuni glazed wares, and the Chaco wares*

The northwestern part of the Little Colorado area is

known as the Hopi* it extends over the northwestern portion

of Arizona. Some of the most beautiful pottery in the South

west 1, found in this region. Pottery is plentiful here as

are ruins* So far more has been written on the Hopi region

than any other part of the little Colorado area* Excellent

sherd collections may be procured ne at many ruins, sherds

are literally strewn over the surface, and all the ardent

collector has to do is to stoop to pick them up* At Cwatobi

in the lowest Pottery strata, is an orange-red ware* Above

it is a ware, seemingly ancestral to the famous Sikyatki

ware, of yellowish background with brown or black decor

ations known as the Jeddito ware. Following these two

earlier wares is the Clikyaiki polychrome ware. In his

1. "The Ruins at Kiatuthla na, pastern ,raizona", Bureau
of American Ethnology, Bulletin 100, (1931)* P. 174.
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pottery sequence of the Hopi region, Mr. L.L. Hargrave
1.

places a black on white ware before the Jeddito wares*

In the period following the Sikyatki polychrome is a de-

cadence, and the influence of the early Spanish is felt.

in the'late nineteenth century, the Hopis manufactured

their 'crackled wares, and it was not until the modern per

iod that there was a revival of the old Sikyatki and Jed.,

dito types.

Near the western .boundary of the little Colorado area

are found such Sites as Citadel, Elden Pueblo, and Wup

atki laden PueblO which is near .Flagstaff reveals out

lying culture influence in its ceramiCS The most abun-

dant decorated wre is the black on 'white; it takes on sev

eral phases which individually show outlying influence* Blaclk .

ort resi ware,. Sikyatki pelychrome ayenta bleck'on white and

Ktyenta polychrome are also found* An interesting intro-

duction from the Gila is the plain red. ware with the

burnished black interior.

:0" In this extremely brief survey of the typee of pottery

found in the' Little Colorado culture area, I have attempted

to give only a very general picture of the region. The de

tailed descriptions of the pottery evidenced here, r shall

resume. shortly. The earlier ruins throughout the Little

1. J.C. Mac(regor, "Archaeology of the Little Colorado Drain-
age", Thesis, Unive .ity of Arizona library, 11931), P. 84.
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Colorado yield atundant corrugated, blaft on white, and some

blt,ck on red wares. The bleck on white .ares are followed

by the black on red* The black designs in the Zuhl area be

come u black glaze* Another Little Colorado ware which dates

from prehistoric and ec.rly historic times 1 a buff ware

decorated with brown and black designs and later with the

red added* it is found' rabudantly in the Hopi country* The

Little ''olorado polychromes follow the black on red ware in

the Pinedale, Four rile, and St. Johns sites* Thee poly-

chromes are local specialized wares but are widely spread.

In the far western part of this area is a red. ware with a

burnished black interior. Variations intrusive influence

from other areas, and local specializations are common

and effect all the wares mentioned. it is this that makes

the pottery of the Little Colorado area a puzzle and a

contradiction. The modern ware of this area is confined to

the Hopi and Zuni areas. The Rreatest difference between

the prebistor1 and. historic wares is in the use of sym-

bolism. The modern Hopi ware is an imitation of the ancient

51k7atki ware. The modern Zuni ware is a decadent express-

ion of the wares of long ago in Zuni Land, inferior in'

paste, workmanship, and firing*
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DEVELOP= OF 201 Tat T TYPEZ

in the long development of pottery types* it 'appears

that the individua is governed, to u eertain eatent, by

rules* and by his own desires. Where desizns and colors

can be changed, the potter is more or less free to exercise

his own taste. Hie mare artistic feelings ean be satisfied

in the less utilitarian pottery. The wares used for water

transporting and cooking had to be, because of necessity,

largely utilitarian; and general ». us their- sersriceability

increased* their beauty of shape and color decreu.sed.

In the little Colorado area* one of the expressions

of the peoples desire for beauty le seen in the ceramics*

Pottery eeems to me extremely indicative of the cultural

level of a sedentary people* If they strive for expression

and beauty, it practically always takes on some form.

/ As each ran has its char-eteristid designs, there
features peculiar to localities. The sort of clay used in

pottery manufacture differs with each region, and the fir

ing is not identical. Decorations therefore* seem to be

more trustworthy us a classificatory basis.

OneS the earliest types of ware appearing in the

Little Colorado culture area is a crude ware* which is

undecorated and uncoiled, takin3 such forms as bovls and

ollas.. Ware of this type is found in the ueotenn re7dons

at such sites as Zlden Pueblo (about six mileo er.st of
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F1a9tf3. Another ruin near Elden Pueblo is Turkey Hill

which has dates o, from 1167 to 1278. The plain

ware coming in the lower levels would thus date around the

earliest occupation (1167). The San Juan influence during

this time w,s strong. The oircular pithouee pottery of

Kayenta, the white or gray ware with crude black designs,

diffused into the westerly regions* An example of this ware

found at Turkey Hill Ruin nay be seen in Plate I01,. This

early black on white bowl shows the typical broad line crude

brush work of the period. The design is of interlocking

triangles alternating with plain triangles one inside another*

The designs are in quadrate arrangement leaving the center

of the bowl undecorated.

This black on white were 1-ter changes due to local and

outside influence. The advanced Kayenta negative designs

come in end at sueh sites fa,7 ,urkey Hill were very popular.

They show the same excellent brushwork end technique as the

northern pottery* Pieces obeerved in the State Museum are

mostly of bowle and. ladles. The bowls eppear to be rather

deep an some have the single horizontal beetle after the

Kayenta style. The decorative scheme is confined to the

interior and is usueily zonal with a circular undeoorated

spece in the center* Design elements are spirals, zigzags,

parallel lines running horizontally or vertically, and

interlocking stepped esigns. The exteriore ere plain and

undecorated An excellent and typical Kayenta piece is
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Plate I

Turkey Hilï. black on white ware



seen in Plate I, 2. An interesting bleak on white canteen is

exhibited in the Museum. It two small handles and a

small orifice. The designs cre divided into panels of zig-

zag lines, horizontal pca. llel lines, and interlocking: fret

designs with opposed ziRzas lines dividinz the dedorative

elements into sections. The deigns cover the canteen over

its greatest diameter and horizontal parallel lines divide

the pf.ttern into horizontal decorative designs.

The later Kayente black on white influence spread

throughout the north and western Little Colorado and is

evidenced at many of the sites there; namely: Sikyetki,

Owatobi, Turkey Hill, Elden Pueblo, Wupatki, and Citadels

It also spread eaaterly into ihaves Pass.

Aside from the Keyenta influence was also an Upper

Gila trend in black on white pottery. This la seen as far
1.

west as Tilden Pueblo. A bowl showing probable Gila in-

fluence, although it also shows Kayenta, is that seen in

Pl&te II. The designs are made up of scrolls interlocking,

zigzags, and plain horizontal and vertical lines leaving

the center plain and undecorated. The extent of ware of

southern influence is by no means limited and it ppe6rs

throughout the Little Co/orado region.

i. "Explorations and 71eldwork of the ::mithsonian
Institution in 1926-1927", Smithsonian Miscellaneous
Collections Vol. 78, No. 7T-TIT2817-5572757-203.
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Plate II

Turkey Hill late black on Lhite
pottery
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" A survey of early black on white types shows that in

the more western little Colorado regions, it wau influenced

by the Kayenta; and in the more ef,sterly area, by the Chaco*

The early black 'on white Chaco ware is described by Lb:** Henry

and Hargrave as being only mea3erly evidenced at.Showlow in

the lower occupation 1 level which accordin a. to them dates

around 1205 A D. The ware at Showlow is decorated with the

pcpulnr Chaco h,Aching. The chronological sequence of pottery

at this site shows a black on red ware preceding.the black

O2 white, and it was found in the walls of dwellings of

Where this early blick on red ware, came

the writer., Mr. Haury and Hargrave con

first occupation.
I

from is unknown to

eider it ancestral to the much later St. -Johns polychrome.'

It is decorated only in the interior with aruae brush
1.

work. As one goes easterly the black on white ware continues

to be found. in the St. Johns recdon twenty miles north of

the town of St. Johns are ruins known as Ri tuthlann Part

of the ruin is mde up of eighteen pit houses. These early

structures contain early black on white ire. Vr. Roberts

says,"Pottery Indicate s a disti-ct northern influence, that

of the Chaco cultures, in the eLrly period; and u fusion of

northern and southern types, Chaco Canyon-upper 011a, in
2*

the later horizon". The Zuni region, the most es-stern

1. "Recently Dated Pueblo Ruins in Arizona", Smithsonian
rlscellaneous Collections, Vol. 82, No. 11, (1931), 114,--EST29.

2. "The Ruins at Eiatuthlanna, Eastern \rizona" Bureau of
American aullara. Bulletin 100, (1931), p. 174.
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extent of the Little Colorado culture area* contains black on

white ware of distinct Chsoo affiliations. Vt. Spier who has

worked out a sequence of Zuni wares remarks that the earliest

sites show evidence of a "pottery identical with that of the
1.

pre-Pueblo ruine in the San Juan". The esrliest sites which

he found there were slab houses containing poseibly 96 to

9 black on white ware with 2 to 4% corrugated. Dorth of the

Zuni region is an area drained by the Puerco River* Pit

house ruins contain the early Chaco types of ware. Going wes-

terly still in the Rio Puerco region,. the early Chaco in

fluence le replEced by the Kayenta which is influential

the Hopi and more westerly area* In the southern

parts extending into the northern St. Johns region is the

Petrified Forest. In Early Pueblo times a crude ware con-

sisting of jars* bowls* and seedjara is found throughout the

National Monument. Mr. Mera who investigL.ted here fixes a

"date circa of 500 A D" for the first appearance of pottery

making peoples in this region* The crude ware Is contempor-

aneous with a plain white ware which is soon decorated with

rough black designs. The plain white ware is assigned by Vr*

lo A.V. Kidder, An Introduction
Univ. Press, New Haven, 9

0 3*
if

w. Areh. Orale

2. "An Outline for a Chronology of Zuni titans" Anthro.
Paiers of the American seum of Nat Hst. * Vol* 26* -PA.2,

* p. 2

3. "Obeervations on the Arch. of the Petrified Forest
Nat. Monu." _2irechnical
Lab. of AntlI

Series Bulletin 7, Arch. survey*
xii;;-Iiiiiiiiti;7,7-aiiita Fe, N.M., (1934)* p, 22,
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1,
Hargrave to the late Early Pueblo period. The most north-

western region of the Little Colorado is the Hopi. The early

nopi ware is of the same type found near Flagstaff and in the

Bio Pueroo region* The ayenta influence and Chaco via the.

Puerto area intermingle through out Hopiland.4

The development of the early Chaco black on white ware

continues until the Puerao black on white finally evolves.

It is a rather crude ware generally ranging throUgh out'the

more eastern areas in which Chaco black on white was found.

This ware consists of bowls, pitchers, ladles, and effigy

forms. The paint retains the chalky white of Chaco wares

amd is decorated in a deep black* A popular design is that

of the solid black triangle. An example of this can be seen

: in Plate III* Other black designs mentioned by Mr. Gladwin
2*

ere: scrolls, penants, and some negative designs. At Pine-

dale (situated about Sixteen miles from Showlow), the

black on white ware found is the result of a fusion of the

early 7,haco w4re and the Upper Gila black On white with the

addition of certain local features* The early Chaco ware is
3.

not found ao at Showlow because Pinedale was inhabited later*

i. Hi P. Mera, "Observations on the rich, of the Petrif.
rorest Nat. ronu." Technical Feries Bull, 7, Arch. Survey,
Lab* of Anthro. Ine.777ai-n7777: (1934), pi 7.

2* Gladwin, one S. w. Pottery Types", Yedallion Pa ers,
Series (Privately printed). (1931). PP,

3. S. &wry, L. Hargrave, "Recently Dated Pueblo Ruins in
Ariz.", Smiths. Misc. Collections, Vol* 82, No* 11, (1931)*
P. 62.
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Plate III

Puerco black on faite
shoring the chExacteristic solid blach design

in a pitcher and a bowl
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The Puerco black on white it consiered by some to be an-
1.

cestral to the Tu1roea b1Pck on white. This belief seems

to the rriter too inclusive when one considers that this

later ware is found so abundantly throug:hout the Upper Gila.

Its greatest extent is not in the more northern regions

where the Puerco black on white wae common. Its possibilites

of being invented in the Upper Gila merits sorne consider-

ation, The ularosa blEck on white is found mostly south and

west of the regions where Paerco black on white was found.

It is a well made ware, a decided advance in technique

over the early San Juan wares, The black paint is clear

and shrply defined, apes represented by thie ware
2.

bowls, pitchers, ladles and v6rious unusual forms. The

designs are frequently of contrasted solid black designs

arid h&tching. Xe y figures of the interloctin-% type are

popular and particularly so on the necks of pitchers.

Two excellent pieces of Tularosa rare are seen in Plate

rv. Yr. Gladwin considers the Roosevelt black on white an

outgrowth of this ware. He says, "The Roosevelt blaok-on

white is closely allied to the Tularosa black-on-white, but

also shows some Tusayan influences, in that designs are

frequently composed of patterns drawn in lines of medium

10 and H. Gladwin, 'Some Southweetern Pottery Types",
Veda3lion Papers, (Privately printed, 1931), 2eries II,
pp. 2 2

2. Ibid p. 49.
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Plate IV

Tularosa b1u3L on white
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width0 as against the Tularosa custom of balancing a solid.
1.

element with a hatched element"* This last mentioned ware

Is not important in the Little Colorado region as it is

mostly oonfined to the Gila area.

At suoh sites as showlow the early black on white

wares lost popularity and beg n to be replaced by the ware

of Gila affiliations. the Tulrosa black on white* At some

ruins*, such as Turkey Hill, both the Tulaross and advanced

Kayenta black on white ware was found although the north

ern influence was generally stronger throughout the north .

westerly regions* At, sites found in the Rio Puerco region

the Puerco black on white held its own.

Corrugated pottery is extensive throughout the little

Colorado culture area r,,nd, in general is contemporaneous

with the vsrly black on white pottery of San Juan parent-

tle. There is little variation in color, consisting mostly

of gray, red or black* Corrugated lfre was used exten-

sively for aooking purposes and so was often blackened*

011as were abundant and bowls probably follow nest in point.

larity. Mr. Fewkes describes this wre at Elden Pueblo as

being gray with a lustrous black interior although some
2,*

examples were red. A finely corrugated ware with a black

.10100111.11.14111110060.000.

1. W. and H. Gladwin, "Some Southwestern Pottery Types,
yeaallion Papers, (Privately printed, 19311, 2eries P.-49.

2. "Explorations and Field Work of the Smithsonian Inst.
in 1926-1927", Smiths. Misc. Collections, Vol. 78, No* '7,
(1928), 14 222.



interior and white exterior desi ns is found at S howlow and.
1

considered the oldest corrugated ware there. are with ext .

erior decoration is also found at Chevlon, fifteen miles
,

east of in.sl.ßw. Although the corrugated ware was probably

used entirely for utilitarian purposes* there are found pieces

which show an artistic endeavor. Several excellent pieces are

found in the State Museum. One from Turkey Hill is a small

red olla with a verti.cal neck, the plain rim of which ex.

tended about one half inch over the exterior neok of the

vessel. The corrugations were reguit.r and somewhat tri.ax:-

gal:x in shape,. Pieces from the fueroo region are moetl.y

bowls and pituhers., some quite small..r' The corrugations are

regular and most pieces are well made. Both gray and red.

types are found. Some of the gray pottery in the State

Museum has horizontal handles; others have medallions an

their sides* and in some the top is coiled with the bottom

portion smoothed.. une red corrugated piece has a white ext-

erior design After 1375 at Showlow the corrnated ware

bears no exterior decorbtion but is much the same as the

the earlier except that it now has coils "made in shallow
2.

horizontal ribs".

The gray ware 'antedated the red. It closely resembles

the San Juan corrugated pottery* The red ware is reninis-

3. E. Haa.ry,F i». Hargrave* "Recently .2,ted Pueblo 3uins
Arizona, Smithsonian ,,"iscell:aneous Collections, Vol. 82,t
No. ll, (

2. ibi.d, $. 42.
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cent of that found in the upper Gila and was probably in.

flueneed or borrowed from there* Treatment of red corrug.

ated was varied; it was sometimes given a burnished black

interior or perhaps decorated with white paint on the ext-

erior as the St. Johns corrugated designated by Gila Pueblo
1a

and found at Showlow. In the Zuni region, corrugated was in

early times very popular* Mr* Xroeber says "Briefly, corru-

gated ware predominated in the very earliest epoch, and

diminished through all periods until it has died out in the
2*

present

One may sily that the early typical Little Colorado

corrugated ware was of gray paste and a coarse sand temper.

It displayed strong San Juan affiliations. The corruations

at first were eiude but later developed from crude to fine

and some took the farm of prAterns while others ho 'ted of

crude geometric exterior decorations in fugitive white.

btorage jars or large ollas and bowls were the most common

forms. rr, 116Gregor says of oorrugated ware, "The corrugated

pottery types of the western San Juan are apparently identi

cal to those of the Little Colorado region, and in faot, this

ware seems to have been the most generally wide spread identi-

, 1* Information given at Gila Pueblo, April, 1935.

2.A.:1,..Kroeber, "Zuni Potsherds", AnthropoloRical Pa rs
of the American Vuseum of Natural History, Vo par
TTUTZ7771). 745.
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1.
cal ware of this period". The excellent fine eorrugc.ted ware

comes into being about the time of the firet Little -olorfA.do

polychrome, the St. Johns. In what Mr. Eaary describes as

the "Third Horizon' at Shovilow is found corrugnted pottery
2.

existing side by side with Four Mile polychrome* The later

corrugated ware of the Hopi region differe in color from

that of the rest of the Little Colorado in that it takes on

a buff hue* This late corrugated ware is found contempor-

aneously with the Sikyatki wares at such Hopi ruins as

Sikyatla and Owatobi. The indentations are regular and

show excellent workmanship* One sherd proeured from Siky-

atki of this corrugated olla of

fine buff paste tempered with sand* The plain rim Is out

and extends over the exterior about an inch. The

corrugations are regelEr and run in horizontal rows being

depressed about every other quarter of an inch thus giving

a wavy appearance. The interior is well smoothed. The late

Pueblo period, then, shows an excellent buff corrug&ted ware

in the north and in the south a red corrugated ware with or

without exterior decor-tions in white* The most eastern

regions hive a rather crude ware which dl-Aniehee and finally

dies out following the Late Pueblo period. The gray corm-

1.,An Outline of Az,j_.zena,_LLehaeolog_z, (Flagstaff), p. 53.

2. "Recently Dated Pueblo Ruins in Arizona", Smiths*
Miscellaneous Colleot., Vol* 82, Vo. 11, (1931), p. 42.
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gated ware exist with the buff in the north and red in the

south throughout their existence* rt is definitely the most

outstanding type of this ware and survives longer than any

other corrugated pottery, lasting through the Great Pueblo

period.

Incised vire is uncommon in the Little Colorado area.

It is found at Kiatuthlanna and at some of the Hopi ruins

as Sikyatki* In the area south of the Little Colorado Elver

It is an intrusive influence from the Upper Gila* The color

varies from gray to a reddish brown; and it is sand temper

ed and fairly fine in some cases. The Kiatuthlanna rare is

found in the pithouse Lnd pueblo structures but is rare.

The pithouse incised ware is of jars with th43 incisions

around the neck, running either in series of rings around

the neck of *obliquely from the rim to the shoulder of the

vessel*. In the pueblo phase, corrugated vmres were some-

times incised. The designs were usually "chevron or diem-
1.

ond-s)mped figures** Some of the Sikyatki ware shows an

interesting treatment* An inoised sherd from there is of a

grayish buff color, rather thick but of fine paste tempered

with sand. The incisions follow along the horizontal coils

which are mostly obliterated. A sharp pointed instrument,

probably a stick, was used to emke the incisions which re

mind one of tadpoles*

1. F. H. Roberts, *The Ruins at Kiatuthlanna, astern
Arizona", Bureatuf American E"....tilnillsa, Bulletin 100, pp.
122-123*
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Plain undecorated pottery in the little Colorado region

varies from shades of gray through brown to red and buff*

The chronological time sequence of them occurs in about the

same order although the wares overlap upon one another con

siderably. In the Petrified. Forest are wares of reddish

gray hue. They are described by Mr* Mera as oecuring in Early

Pueblo times and perhaps antedating the early black on white
1.

wgre. Somewhat the same condition prevails in the north where

a rough gray ware antedates the black on white. It should be

remembered, however, that this rough ray were is shortly

after its appearance sometimes decorated with black paint.

It is the same type of ware found in the western San Juan

region. One piece of rough gray were from Sikyatki has

perforations along the rim and from its shape appears to

have been a platter which could be suspended* This coarse

unpolished ware is found in the Winslow region. Rough ware

is also found at Kintiel (north of Holbrook) which was

built after 1540, so this pottery apparently enjoyed a long

period of existence. Its longeirity was probably due to its

usefulness.

The red ware is found through out the Little Colorado

region with its g a test abundance in the south. lt comes

after the early ,an Juan types in. the Little Colorado. It is

OMMOMIN.11.1m00011101.111

14, "Observations on the Arch,' of the Petrif. Forest Nat.
Monument", Technical Series, Bulletin 1104, 7, Arch. Survey,
Lab, of tnti57.777W67777-11. M., (1934), pp* 4-7*
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found at Elden Pueblo* and sometimes has a burnished black

interior* Bowls (the usual form) of this type are found at

other ruins, as Turkey Hill, through this region and extend

eastward* One each piece from Turkey Hill is a small red

bowl with white exterior decorations divided into quaarates

Ñ5 a burnished black interior. In the Chaves Pass region*

the ware is abondent in early sites but less so in later

ones., The red ware with the burnished black interior Is not

found east of Chaves Pass. Judging from pottery types of the

Upper Gila, it migrated from there with a western diffusion

and no eastern spread. At Showlow in the upper occupational

level (dating from 1375 on) was the plain redware consisting

of bowls and ollas. The paste is gray with a sand temper and
la

the surfaces are covered with a red slip*

Plain red ware is important, particularly in the region

south and east of the Little Colorado Fiver* It is outstanding

because Ifter this red ware ie decorated in black and becomes

known as the Little Colorado black on red, a widely diffused

ware*

An unusual type of plain ware is foundin the Hopi

region. It is a plain orange red pottery and tntedates the

baff ware. The buff or yellow ware of the Hopi area is an

excellent type, well fired sand tetpered and polished* it

consists mostly of bowls/Little of this ware is found un-

1. E. Haury and L. Hargrave, 'Tecently Dated Pueblo ruins
in Arizona* Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 82*
No. 11* 1193 , p 2.
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decorated as it soon meres into the type known as the geddito

black or brown on yellow.

A resume of plain wares in the Little Colorado would

give us a picture: fir2t of a plain coarse were of limited

dietribution in the Petrified Forest region; second, a plain

rade gray ware of northern influence, sometimes decorated in

black; third, a red ware of probable southern affiliations

with different treatments as interior smudging etc; fourth,

an orange-red ware confined to the !opi region end followed

by a buff ware confined to the same area,

The two outstanding plain wares from the viewpoint of

excellenttechnique and later influence are the red and buff.

The red forms the basis of the Little Colorado polychromes;

the buff, the Sikatki polychrome. These two types of poly .

chrome represent the highest peak of Little Colorado ceramic

development.

Black on red pottery is found shortly after the intro-

duction of the black on white northern types in the Little

Colorado. The earliest type of black on red wre is that of

San Juan parentage* it apparently-followed in the footsteps

of the San-Juan black on white, but never attained its popular

popularity or abundllice. The few forms found are of bowls

end ladles for the most part. At Turkey Hill, this ware is

scarce. One piece in. the State 7usetnt is a ladle of gourd

shapes well polished, and decorated with a black zigzag

design on the upper sides and handle of the ladle. E0 exter-
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for decoration was used. Little can be said of this earliest

black on red type for it occurs only sparsely even though

it was quite widely diffused over the Little Colorado area*

It is important from one standpoint, however, for this ware

Probably gave the Little Colorado potters the idea of manu-
,

faeturing a red ware decorated with black designs*

The true Little Colorado black on red ware was most

likely evolved In the southeastern regions as it was most

abundant here, though widely diffused over the entire re-

gion and into other culture areas. It takes the form of deep

bowls with steep sides or shallow ones with flaring rims.

The paste is gray to cream colored with much sherd temper-

ing and some sand. The wares are covered with a deep red

slip inside and out. The vessel is polished and then the

dull thick bled paint is applied which is confined to the

interior. The black geometric designs are composed of
1.

balanced hatched and solid elements. variations of this

ware are found as might be presumed from the faot that the

artistic instincts of potters vary in expression* Such a

change took place in one section of the St. Johns region

and resulted in the black paint beooming dull and sooty,

this type is designated by Gila Pueblo as the Showlow
2.

black on red.

1.17. and H. Gladwin, "Some S 7. Pottery Types", Yedalllon
P.apers, (Privately printed), Series II, (2931), p. 2D.

2. Information given at Gila Pueblo, April, 1935.
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In the Zuni region, the black decoration is soon followed

by an addition of white. Mr* Kroeber says, "...Three colored

. pottery...black and red patterns on white or yellow ground-is

wanting in B (prehistoric period), appears sporadically in

early A (historic), becomes more numerous in lcte A and

retches its climax today. Black on red ware on the other hand

la most abundant about the middle time. It has been found in

early B while late A and the present reveal a decline from
1.

idddle and late B and early A". An interesting development of

the black peak is its chance into a black glaze* At Hawl-

kuh ( fifteen miles southwest of Zuni) is found a black on
2#

red ware existing in the Late Pueblo period* An excellent

example of little Colorado black on red bowls is found in

the State Museum* It ls a large bowl decorated in the cir-

cular fashion. The decorative elements are made up of solid

black triangles and interlocking stepped designs with blaok

Iv-Aching:0 The design is carried well,up to the rim and where

it is outlined by a thin black line.

At Kinishba in the Upper Gila, an interesting black on

red sherd was uncovered. The red ware was decorated with black

so as to make 'it look like a checkerboard*

To the Little Colora:lo black on red wao added a white

"Zuni Potsherds", Irt.,Antl
Nat. net., VOl*"g8,'Part-711--

2. A. V. Kidder AnIniio. to S.
Press, Andover, 19i4T713779Z

ioal paras
pp. 7-15.

W. Arch., (

of Am. Museum

Yale Univ.
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exterior decoration, thus making a polychrome ware known as

the St Johns. This ware was probably invented in the eastern

regions, likely the St. Johns. In the polychrome pottery,

the slip becomes a definite red or an orange red. Shapes con

slot almost entirely of bowls although a few pitchers and

ladles are found. This :type deviates little from the bleak on

red form except that bowls are shallower in the St. Johns

form, and the chalky white exterior decoration is used* The

Interior designs are composed of solid and hatched element

in complicated arrangement. The exterior decorations are sim-

ple being composed of pendant triangles, stepped figures and
1.

small hands. This ware was rather popular and ranged far s1-

though not extensively, teinF,, found in sites from the Can

Juan to Casas Grandes. Outgrowths of this type in other areas

was not infrequent* The age of this ware cannot be cited de

finitely* but it is not found at Turkey Hill, Llden Pueblo

or Wupatici. The last (tte at Turkey Hill was 1278, and other

ruirs in this region are dated about the same time There-

fore their period of last occupation was in the Late Pueblo

Period* At Showlow, around 12050 is found the St. Johns

polychrome made up almost entirely of bowls with inourving

rime. By 1375, at this ep,me ruin* there are no 3t. Johns
2.

polychrome types nor are there at Pinedele. In the Rio

I. 114 and H. ,A.adwin"Some 6. w. Pottery Types", Yedellion
Papers* Series II, (Privately printed, 1931). P. 36.

2. E* Haury, L. Hargrave, "Recently Dated Pueblo Euins in
7 Ariz:, Smiths. Viso lone t., Vol. 82, ro. 11, (1931), p. 30.
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Puerco region is found St* Johns polychrome existing in Late

Ppeblo sites along with the later polychromes, although its

greatest abundance throughout this region occurs before the

time of the Pinedale and Four rile polychromes* From the.

Pserco region it extends north and west to the Hopi sites,

occuring more plentifully in the east than the west* his

ware of Late Pueblo age is found most abundantly in the

eastern Hopi, Puerco, and St. Johns sites* Its distribution

appears to have been more of a north to south trend as this

ware is less common in the western or far eastern sites of

the Little Colorado culture area.

An outgrowth and development of the St. Johns polychrome

Is the Pinedale* It earns the name Pinedale from its abun-

dalce at that site* This ware is of reat interest as it is

not only a- derivation and specialization of an important

ware but is perhaps the earliest Southwestern pottery to be
1.

decorated with a lead glaze paint. The color of the slip is

O about the same as the St* Johns, an orange red* The rea

Interior is deoorated in black paint or black glaze anc the

exterior is in black and white* The paste is gray with a

temper of pulverized potsherds* The white paint on the ext-

erior is used chiefly for outlining the black designs. Bowls

predominant but a few jars are found* The bowls are mostly

of the shallow type with inourving rims* Deoorations are

140 W. and H. Gladwin, Some S* W* Pottery Types", Medallion
Papers,* Series Ii, (1931 p.. 42*
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varied but always artistic. The interior may be treated in

several different fashiOnS such as dividing it into quad-

rates, taken up as a whole or treated in a circular fashion*

The decorative elements are chiefly composed of solid ana

hatched elements balanced with the addition of more hatch-

tug and dotted lines. The white paint is rarely found in

the interior, Exterior patterns are generally disconnect-

ed panels of geometric figures and sometimes life forms.

The black is 'used to make up the design with the white

outlining it. This ware is found In structures of the later

part of the Late Pueblo period throughout the Silver Creek,

St* Johns, and RIO Puerco regioni3,in the Little Colorado

and also south into the Gila dralm.ge. As in the case of

the St. Johns polychrome, its north to south distribution

is much greater than the east to west. This ware liLely

had about the same diffusion as its parental form. So far

it is rarely found west of Pinedale but not many Late

Pueblo sites have been excavated there. At Pinedale it is

the most common ware found and is dated as occurring
1.

dominantly there "before and after 1290 A D". It is not

found at Showlow but is common in southern St. Johns sites

and less so in northern ones stich as Kiatuthlanna where

it is represented mostly by trade pieces. This general

trend is followed out by scarcity of Pinedale types in

1. E. Usury, L. Hargrave, "Recently Dated Pueblo Euins
in Ariz; Smiths 117 cell. Collect., Vol. 820 No. 11, (1931),
po 64.
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the north and a much greater occurrence throughout the south

*set region extending into the Upper Gila and still further

south.

Throughout the later Late Pueblo period, speoializat

continued and resulted in such wares as the Four Mlle

pÒlyahrome. This ware follows the general trend of the

little Joiorado polychromes and probably represents an ad.

'armed form of the Pinedale with some changes, The slip-is

bright red and is decorated in black and white. The black

paint is a glaze made up of copper and lead ingredients

and le either metallic or dull* Bowls are still common and

:are increase in prominence* They are of two types: the

large and small. The smaller ones have rounder bodies,

Urger orifices and more outflaring rims than the larger

jars* Bowls retain about the same shape as the Pinodale

ones* The black interior designs are geometric and composed

of hatched scrolls, volutes, stepped designs, and unbal-

anced elements. The White is used to outline the black

designs. The decorative area is epsrated from the black

and white rim band by a horizontal undecorated area* The

exterior of the bowls is ,decorated by a horizontal band

which is bordered by heavy black lines and frequently

divided into panels* The panels are filled with decorative

elements generally consisting of a white fret. Jars are

lecorated somewhat differently* The small ones often have

their neoks painted white upon which simple bl&ok designs
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are added.. The main body of the jar is embellished with

triangles, stepped figures and frets in black and white on

a red. background. The larger jars have their necks and parts

of the upper body slipped white upon which are painted black

linear designs, some in the State TTuseum resemble crosses

and arrows. The remainder of the vessel is red and decora

ted down to the jar's maximum diameter with designs similar

to the smaller jars*

This ware enjoyed a wider distribution than either of

its antecedent forms, but in the Little Colorado region it

is confined mostly to a southeastern diffusion, in which

region it was first made* in the Chaves Pass at a Late

Pueblo rdin Einnekinnick, were found Four i1e polychrome

forms and they are also found in the second level at °how.

low in abundance reprezenting about 75% of all the pottery
1.

found there and consisting of bowls and ollas*

This ware continues to be a common form found through

out the St. Johns region extending north into the Puerco

and Hopi region where it is uncommon. The southern distrib-

ution of this ware is greater than that attained by either

of the two previous polychromes. In Upper Gila sites, in

particular, it is often the most common intrusive ware

but is by no means limited in its influence by the Gila*

1, P. Haury L. Hargrave, "Recently Dated Pueblo Ruins in
Ariz!, Smiths. lase* Collect* vol. 82, Uo. 11, (1931), p. 31*
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Red decorated ware in the Zuni region takes on a diffez .

ent development than that found to the west. Following the

black on red ware is a black and white on red pottery which

probably grew out of the two colored ware as happened in the

.area to the west. Shortly after the polychrome developed,

a change took place in the black paint and it became a glaze.

The white remained a paint. There the glaze came from is

one of the interesting problems of this region. Mr. Kidder

is inclined to believe that glaze painting developed slightly

earlier in the little 001orado than in the Rio Crude awl in
1.

this way it may have moved into the Zuni region. .he pottery

at Hawikuh follows the general Zuni plan. in the latest

Late Pueblo 'period, according to Dir. Hodge, (type B), the
2.

glaze is black or green on red ware. This same sort of ware

is found at Homolobi and Chevlon (near Winslow) and is
3.

composed of bowls, pots, and jars. In general, however, this

ware is confined to the Zuni region.

trestIMVONNO.N...,

1. An Intro. to (71 W, Arch., (Yale Univ. Press, Andover,
1924)0711770:74T71--------

2, "Circular Kivas near Hawikuh, N.Y.", Contribut. from the
rue. of Am. Ind , Heye T'oundation, Vol, 8, No. 1, (1923).

S. J. W, Fawkes, "Two Summers' Tork in Pueblo Ruins", Bur
eau of Am. Ethn., 22 Annual Report, Pt. 1, (1904), p. 58.--
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Plate V

Hopi bowl showing early lecora-
tive trentment
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The buff or yellow ware of the Fopi region forms the

basis of the unsurpassed Zikyatki ware. The earliest decor

ed form was probably the splattered ware. The splattering

was of brown or black paint on the interior or exterior of

well polished and slipped bowls. ware of this type is known

as the Jeddito brown or black on oranee or yellows The slip

varies from an ortnge to buff with a fine pa te* Another

early decoration is simple encircling bands* Both types of

decoration are found at Owatobi and Sikyatki. Two interest

ing deoorated bowls can be seen in Plate V4 both show the

early splattering treatment, i probably denotes a sacrifice

although it may be merely depicting the loss of a finger

by war or accident* The other bowl (2) also shows splatter-

ing oneone side ani on the other a poTka dot deooration,

the two areas being divided by a heavy line.

This ware increased in excellence and geometric designs

became popular each as triangles spirals curves, lines, and

cross hatching. Life and nature forms are also found as:

crude human figures and quadrupeds on the interior of bowls,

symbolic reptiles, simple tadpole butterflies, sun symbols,

and the very common bird and feather designs. Geometric

fieures were most common on the Jeddito ware with the life

and nature forma appearing in the later Tikyatki develop

ment of the ware, Terraced figures form a major part of the

decoration being made np of stepped figures, rectangular

designs, triangd1,,r elements with steppodeldee etc. Other
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geometric designs are the crook, an arrow formed symbol, and

broken lines. Exterior decoration is generally simple con-

sisting of encircling lines broken or complete, rectangles,

stepped designs and some curved lines. An excell

entelample of Hopi art car be aeen in the bowl in Pl4te
r.

,VI which shows the arrow formed symbol. An interesting fea-

tUre of this bowl is the broken line around the interior of

the bowl; it greatly resembles the "broken life line" of

the Gila region. The exterior is decorated in triangles

which have interior designs.

Any rule for Hopi pottery decoration would be impossible

as the potters in this region were proud of their versat

ility. Forms consist atn1î of bowls, bllas, and ladles in

the Jeddito period and later the 'same forms with the addition

of pitchers, 'canteens, cups and a few effigy forms. The ex

tent of this ware as by no means limited, and it spread

into the southern Little Colorado region, south into the

Gila where it is found at euch sites as Casa Grande and

others of the Late Pueblo period. It is interesting to

note that through Chaves Pass and western ruins, the Jed-

dito ware, and its advanced Sikyatki form, has taken the

place that the polychrome wares hold in the southestern

regiona.

A rather unimportant development of the Jeddito ware

is the Jeddito polychrome which has the Aaition of white

to its design. !,nother three colored wLre is invented by
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Plate VI

.77o1D 1 bovil
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adding red to the Jeddito w y and thus the Sikatk1 poly

chrome came into being. this were appears late in the Late

Pueblo period and repreeents the highest evelopment of

Hopi (Jemmies* The forms remain about the same as the Jed

dito examples with bowls occurring most abundantly. With

the addition of red paint* the design becomes lees geom

etrical -and more highly conventionalized. The types of

decoration described for Jeddito ware still hold true with

emphasis on the iter ones.. 2uch designs as the bird and

feather* greatly conventionalized, are common. The beet

examples of Sikyatki ware are seen et the pueblo of that

name. No evidence of glaze is seen Owatobi has about the

same type of ware, although it is not a pure Hopi type site

as the Spanish were there from 1629.to 1700. ome glaze has

been detected at C atobi. Several examples of Sikyatki wcre

can be seen in the State Museum. One such piece is depicted

in Plate VII. The interior decoration of this bowl is of a

conventionalized bird pendant from a sky band. As can be

seen from the photograph, the repreentwtion of the bird

is by no means naturalistio; and in many of the Hopi pieoes

it Is necessary to use one's imagination to recognize the

objeot depicted. The exterior has a simple banded decora-

tion composed of brown lines End curved triangles with dote.

Sikyatki ware was widely diffused, but occurs only in

the 1/Aest Late Pueblo sites.

After examining the Sikyatki wares one feels thLA the
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Plate VII

Hopi boT.vi showing high ceramic
devel-Tment
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texture and character of deolgns mkes them perhaps superior

to any other pottery of the 2outhwect. Yr. ewkes remarks,

"For fineness of ware, symmetry of form, and beauty of

arttetio decoration the Sikyatki pottery is T5Tret1y superior
1.

to any which is me by modern Hopi potters".

Owetobi was destroyed in 1700 but even before that

times, with the coming of the Spanish came a certain deca-

ence of pottery which grew all the time. The Tanoan clans

came into the Hopi reFdon about 1700 and with them brought

different decorative designs* than had been used heretofore.

Such changes made were the introduction of : clan kachin e,

the Earth Woman, 7ar God, corn rist Paid, ;_nd others which

were never found in the tmalent Sikyatki ware. This ware

continued to be made, growing poOrer ail the time, along

with the Sikyatki wcre which had lost its former emcellence

until about the twentieth century, when the revival of the

Jeddito and Sikyatki pottery was undertaken by Nampeo, a

Tewa potter, at Hano. Proiii that time on pottery was mk_de

copied after the Golden era of Sikyatki. This mre was

carefully done and was much in demand. It is hard to dis-

tineuish from the ancient except that the modern ware has

a whiter slip which ha r a certain "crackling" to it, and

the designs do not quite attAn the elcellent technique

of those of yore.. Modern ware is confined to potters on

1. "Prehistoric Culture of Tusayan", American Anthropo3-
opist, Vol. 9, 110. 5, (May, 1396), p. 159.
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the First Mesa and due to popular demand has taken on some

shapes which are fv,r flung from the anoient. Such wares are

cigarette trays and other modern forms. It seems a pity

that the modern potters could not maintain a standard of

craftsmanship evidenced by their ancestors who attained

their high position mainly through their artistic instinct.

Zuni ware differed little from that of the Hopi. region

up to the time of the introduction of the black glaze which

was found on a red were outlined with a white paint, and

followed by .a white or buff ware. As the white ware in-

creaeed the red declined. This light colored pottery was

at first decorated in glaze paint but not for long as

glazes completely went out in Historie times. The same

condition-is described by Mr, Hodge in his HawikUh chrono-

logy.

"C. Black, green or purplish glaze on white or creamy
slip. fLarly Hawikuh iprehistoric)
D. Black or green glaze on white or cream, with non-glaze
colors introduced. This ware was the first step toward a
pure mat polychrome. Prehistoric
E.-15blychrome. Various colors were used and life forms be-
came much more common. The glaze decoratioh has disappeared.
The range of decorative designs two periods, one merging into
the other, the first prehietoric, the second prehistoric but
extending into the historic period". 1.

Bowls predominte among the forms but there are also

jars and other less common forms. Decorations show the

eagle, weasel, butterfly, tadpole, and corn plant. Fairly

1. "Circular rivas near nawikah, Uew ::exico" Contributions
from the ruseud of the Am. Indian, Heye ioundation, Vol. 8,

o
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simple decorative designs including geom:etric ones, were

used in the prehistoria ware. variation in decorative tech-

nique seems to ha*e played only a small, part se the greatest

change was in color combinations. The Zuni glaze wares were

l'ar-reaching through out eites,in the Little Colorado, parti

cuIarly the lower tributaries of the river. At 7omelobi and

Chevlon, the type C ware is found. It is white with green
1.

glazed geometrical figures. At Pinedale in the lower level,

sherds made their first appearance and continuo in abundance

in the upper Showlow level (1375:on) being of Type Ci D and

E. Mr. 11auZ7 06PSiders the Finedale and Zuni lead glazes
2.

as being practically coincident in their beginnings. The'

last period of rr. Hodge's Uawikuh chronology is:

"F. recent glaze The glaze especially blacl:, and green
of varying shades, was revived, but the glaze was crudely
applied. This style of ornamentation seems to have been
gradually superseding the polychrome when Hawikuh was aband.
ored". 3.

There is little similarity between ancient and modern

Zuni ware and the greatest differentiation is found in sym-

bolism. The modern designs are complicated while those of

the ancient were simple, graceful and geometric. 7odern

1. 3. "74, Fewkes, "Two 3ummersi Work in Pueblo :uins", Bur-
eau of Am. Ethn., 22 Annual Report, Part 1, (1904), p. 567--

2. "Age of Lead Glaze Decorated Pottery in the O. 0.1, Ameri-
can Anthro., Vol. 34, Eo. 3, (July-3epts, 1932), p. 421.

3. "Circular Zivas near Hawikuh, rew exico", Contribut.
from the 1.7.us. of Amer!. Indian Hoye 'ound., Vol.-07-77r, (1923).
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ware is unglazed. Geometric de igns are mostly cOmposed of

spirals, triangles with p&rallel lines, and.cross h,tching

Plant and animal forms nre also found. The characteristic

Zuni veesel of today is the olla. In shape it is nearly spher-

ioal and fl,res toward the neck. The slip is white but it dar

kens with tge. Painted desigre rre in brown, black, and a med-

lam red* Zuni ware is thick and rot particularly well shaped.

Bowlg Which Ere large and smElls are painted on both surfaces.

The necks of ollas are not included in the genera.1 design field

except in some very modern types* They are decorated with simple

repeated -figures or with a more elaborate g-eometrioal arrange

ment such as a figure set in a frame of interlocking triangles

and hooks. This sort of design may be placed on the olla in a

vertioal position replacing the rette Coarse hatching out-

lined by heavy dark lines is common, as are little crooks.

Thiaracteristic designs are hooks, feather-like figures and

geometric patterns grouped around the rim and flowing down over

the body. The body of the vessel is mErked off into design

sections. The commonest elements, exeeuted in brownish black

with some red, are' deer, 'irhey have some of their internal

organs depicted in red. &side from deer, are squatty little

birds with long elaborate tails, large flower like rosettes, -

and icrge hooks with long triangultx points on the outside of

the curve. Plate VIII shows the birds, large hooka, and ros--

ettes placed on a olla. Baal' one of these decorative elements

has a more or less definite position in relation to one another.
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Plate VIII

Zuni olla
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The birds are placed in a narrow band running horizontally

around the jar below the shoulder. The roeettes are placed'

from the neck to the base, . Intersecting the bird band, The

'hooks are set in the sections above and below the bird panel*

Deer ere placed similarly, in relation to the bird band,

beneath arching bands trimmed with triangles and crooks. In

Plate IX. is an example of Zuni ware just described, the

deer show the interesting treatment of having their internal

organs depicted and their bodies are polka dotted.

Other modern Zuni ehapes, aide from the bowls and ollas,

are the ceremonial wares. They are dippers and bowls with

terraced figures cut on the rime and painted on the flat sur-

face or in relief, with frogs, tadpoles, dragorflies, butter-

flies. heavenly phenomena, and corn. They often have semi

circular handles* Small jars are also made with realistic

modeled frogs on them, sometimes painted green. Another ani-

mal form, a specialty of Zuni pueblo, is made to depict an
1.

owl.

Vamorrowsrasi......

1. "Lodern Pueblo Pottery Types".,, Denver Art ruseum,
Leaflets 53-54, iveb. 1933), p. 16.
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Plate IX

Zuni olla
showing the deer motif
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POTTERY VIDEM AT ZINISHBA RUIN, UPPM GILL
.

One of the best examples of the influence the Little

Colorado culture area exerted on outside regions is seen at

the great prehistoric metropolis, Kinishba, in the Upper Gila.

Kinishba is a great sem-compaat surface pueblo of the Great

Pueblo period dating in occupation from 1232 A D to perhaps

a little after 1316 A D. It is locted in the Upper Gila

drainaF,e about four miles northwest of Fort Apache and over-

looks a deep ravine on both sides of which it is built.

The ceramic development of Kinishba ie excellent, and

it illustrates the typical wares of Great Pueblo times. Due

to the location of the pueblo, being marginal to the Little

Colorado Culture, it is not surprising that so much o.

northern oaramic influence is found here.. From a stuity of

pottery taken from ..inishba, it would seem that it was a

meeting plbce fir several divergent cultures. Two such im-

portant cultures are the Little Colorado and Gila. Despite

the pressure of outside influence, there was only a small

amount of trade ware, owing that the ancient 1.inishbans

satisfied their artistic cravings by makin their own ware

pstterned after that of their neidlbors1 There are far too

many types of pottery bt 7,inishba to describe them all in

this paper, co it will be limited to the types of little

Colorado ware. The pottery of this type is amity abundant
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here. The Little Colorado polychromes hold a prominent

position, the most common type is probably the ?our

polychrome. This was the chief Little Colorado type during

the latter part of the Late Pueblo period. The forms found

at Kinishba are genera/ly bowls although there are some

ollas. Interior decorative elements of bowls are generally

formed by a framing broad or narrow black line just below

the rim, usually outlined with white. in Plate X, a. the

rim can be seen with the broad black line outlined with a

narrow white one The interior designs generally cover the

bowl, although it may be arranged in circular band. Decor-

ative are trianglee, hatching, bird

wing designs, flag designs, and broad black lines. The design

is cnrried out by the black pint which is outlined with the

white The exterior design is commonly of the broad contin-

uous band encircling the bowl below the rim. The black bor-

der bands, usually outlined with white, are found above and

below the decorative band. The exterior design.is mostly of

white but not consistently as the black in some cases re-

places it. Design elements are characteristically flags,

stepped and zigzag elements, dots, hatching, and triamzles.

Hatching, triangles, and stepped designs are seen in bowl

a. Plate X, in b. is the very common flag design..Bime of

bowls were occasionally decorated. The general description

of Pour Mile bowls must be taken with a grain of salt as

they do not always hold to any set form. Some may have a
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Plate X

Four rile polychrome bowls
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typical exterior with an entirely different interior or vice

versa.

Of the few Four Mlle polychrome ollas, the upper body

and neck are painted white while the reut of the vessel is

covered with a red slip. Black designs resembling crossed

swords and interlocking elements are found on the neck, and

black and white designs on the red ehoulder. The interior of

the rim often has black designs. Plate II illustrates tiro

typical Four Mile Kinishba ollas.

Illext in abundance to the Four Mile, is the Pinedale

polychrome. This type of Little Colorado ware is represented

at Zinithba eolely by bowls. The interior is made up of

black on red designs which vary considerably. The interior

may have an all over decoration, a quadrant type leaving an

undecorated center, or a band design leaving a plain cir-

cular center. There is generally a top and bottom framing

line, but only rarely is found i white line outlining the

black. Interior designs are generally of the following type:

hatched and solid lines, stepped figures, trianqles, rectangles,

pendant dots, wavy lines, scrolls, eiroles, and the bird wing

design. The four bowls represented in Plate XII show small

portions of interior decoration; b. in the top photograph

has the characteristic hatching with triangles. The exterior

is compoeed of a black panel outlined with white on a red

slip. The panel form is similar to that of the Four Mile

polychrome but is unconnected. Rarely does the bite take





the place of black in the decorative designa. in the top

photograph, Plate XII, a., the exterior treatment varies

from the usual Pinedale type and shows a probable tnishba

invention. The other bowls follow the general rule and

exhibit the bird wing design, dotted lines, and panel arrang.

ements.

The St. Johns polychrome is ancestral to the two later

forme just described and so is less commonly found at 71nish-

ba. The interior decoration of bowls is a black on red with

a narrow black line just below the rim. Hatched, solid, and

broad lines compose the designs, The exterior design is com-

posed of white paint on a red slip. The elements are simple

and consist of broad white lines below the rim or scrolls

and geometric pattern. Mr. Baldwin considers that the ext-

erior -,ecoration of the St. Johns polychrome has influenced
is

that of the Gila polychromes

One of the interesting lter introductions to Kinishba

were a few Hopi trade pieces.

A study of the Einishba pottery leads the student to

depict a rather cosmopolitan, ancient populk.ce. These people

were not satisfied, with their own Gila wres but were look-

ing for and finding more artistic and different pottery. That

they manufactured the our Mile polychrome so extensively and

1. Based on information given at Kinishba, 1934. and
sunplemented by that given by rr. G. C. Baldwin.
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Plate XII

Pinedale polychrome
bowls

Kinishba Ruin, Upper Gila
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so excellently, proves that they were craftsmen and srtiste

of high calibre in ceramics. Their reasons for copying this

ware were no doubt becanee of its fine* texture* its attract-

ive color, and excellent design.
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if one were merely attempting to decide whether or not

the Little .Colorado culture area could be defined as such, the

problem of thie region would be greatly facilitated. The-

greatest difficulty of this area is differentiating between .

pottery of other culture regions found in Little Colorado .

sites and pottery that may be called typical of this locality.

The San Juan influence is the earliest one found' in the

Little Colorado region. The wares of the first pottery making

people are the plain gray, black on white, and corrugated ware

of the early northern pithouse people. This earliest pottery

appears to have come in two contemporaneous waves* Sites re-

prevented by the central and western Hopi area extending west

to Wupatki, Citadel, i,1den, and Turkey Hill and east through

Chaves Pass all evidence pottery of the Kayenta type. The more

easterly Hopi sites, Puerco, Zuni, and sites as far west as

the Silver Creek Drainage exhibit wares after the Chaco style.

Such pottery as has just been described was found throughout

the Little Colorado during the la.,te Zarly Pueblo and the et.rly

Late Pueblo period* Black on red ware of ¿ayenta affiliation

is scarce and when found is at such sites as those included

in the we tern r ayenta diffusion. This w re no doubt had

some influenceence on the `tß. ter popular Little Colorado black on
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The earliest black on white ware was probably invented

Lu the Puerco region. The Puerco black on white was some-

what influenced by the Chaco type. It was mostly confined to

the eastern regions. Another black on white ware was the rfal

arosa which likely evolved in the Upper Gila and spread into

the lower Little Colorado extending north and west. This ware

enjoyed a wider diffusion than any other heretofore, and it is

found in Chihuahua sites.

Corrugated ;rare is found throughout all periods. The nor-

thern gray corrugated was supplanted by Little Colorado in-

fluences and in Lute Pueblo times, Gila influence wax felt

and reprevented by such wares as the red corrugted bowls with

white exterior decoration. In the Zuni and Puerco regions, -

cormmated ware became very fine and in some areas, such as

the Hopi, a little incised wv,re was made. Incised ware south

of the Little Colorado River is a Gila introduction.

Plain wares were not very abundant, and those that were

found were probably used for utilitlrian purpoes along with

the corrugated ware. Plain red ware is also scaxce, although

red pottery with a black burnished interior is found in

southwestern Little Colorado sites which were influenced by

the Gila culture. The Little Colorado black on red vice a

popalLr type of decorated wEre. It was a fairly well traveled

ware with its grectest abundance in southestern sites although

it reaches es far south as to include Casas 7randes. The
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outgrowth of the little Colorado black on red was the addit

ion Of a rude chalky white design on the exterior and some

changes in design on the interior* By this time, the late

late Pueblo period, pottery was becoming more specialized*

In the region to the north, the widely diffused yellow

Hopi wares were being made repreeenting a development from

a probable orange-red ware. They were at first two colored

and later became polychrome consisting of brown or black

and red designs on a buff slip and reaching their apei in the

Sikyatkl ware. To the east traveled the red ware developing

into the Zuni glazes, first on red and then whitish back-

grounds. They spread veeterly into the Little Colorado*

Intrusive wares are generally the Kayenta and Gila

polychromes.The e_ayents, were kept mostly to the weet while

the Gila is found at snah sites ac Pinedale and 3howlow. The

development of the St. Johns polychrome continued and in-

fluenced forms as the Pinedale and Pour rile polychromes.

The Thur rile was the most specialized polychrome ware with

a red backgrounds It spread throughout the southern regions

ana at such cite Kinishba, it is the most common

Little lolorado type. It extended well towerd the south and

is found in northern rexico sites.

In the Hopi and Zuni pueblos are the only two peoples

in the present day Tittle "olora(lo culture area, who make

pottery. The 7,uni pottery of today beers little recemblance

to that of prehistoric times. The were is moetly composed
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r)fewhitish ollas end. some bowls decorated in brownish black

. and red* The Hopi ware Lfter 1700 became a decadent ezpress-

lon-of the Sikyatki with Tanoan influence brought from Zuni.

By the etd of the nineteenth century, the Hopi potters had

begun to copy the old jeddito and Sikyatki wares which they'

are still making today*

As one studies the pottery of the Little uolora3o, the

nct that outside regions gretly influenced its pottery is

obvious. There are only a few wares uninfluenced at one

time or another by other culture sA7eas. And so in conclusion*

it seems that the pottery of the Little Colorado does not

repreEent a type upon which one can base the culture

region, except for the small pyrt of it in which the Jeddito

and Little Colorado polychromes were mete.

.)
r.

a.
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